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Derek’s dialogue

by Derek Mathewson, Club Patron

I didn’t think anything could beat becoming an internationally famous TV megastar
(and if you believe that, you’ll believe anything….) but when I was asked if I would
like to become the new Patron of the Bedford Enthusiast Club, I thought about it for
at least five seconds before saying yes.
I have had a real soft spot for Bedfords since childhood (probably not helped by
coming from Bedfordshire itself), and I have been very lucky in being able to see so
many lovely specimens coming through our family auction business - sometimes
some that are just too lovely and I’ve ended up bidding for them myself. As a result I
am now the proud owner of a 1950 K type ambulance, 1954 A type chassis cab,
1964 J type stepside, 2 CAs (dropside & ice cream van), 1974 TK flat bed, 1972
Plaxton bodied coach, 1977 TL beaver tail, and my pride and joy, a 1951 M Type
beaver tail which features in the title sequence of Bangers and Cash, the Yesterday
TV channel show which features the day to day activities of our family classic vehicle
auction house.

Talking of Bangers and Cash, the series which has been instrumental in the success
of our business came about quite by chance when we were approached by Air TV
to ask if we would allow filming of car collecting and auctions. Alarm bells rang, the
last thing we wanted was interference by arty-farty film makers adopting the attitude
‘anything for a shot’. Naturally we politely declined, making the excuse we were far
too busy!, however producer Andy Joynson wasn’t easily deterred. We agreed a
one month trial run of filming to see if the programme was what the producers
actually wanted, and more importantly, if we could stand the inconvenience of
having cameras poked in our face day in day out. As the first day's filming
approached all we could think of was our past experience of supplying vehicles for
the production of shows such as Heartbeat and Brideshead Revisited. Fortunately we
soon realised that filming wasn't an intrusion and after a few days we weren’t even
aware of the crew’s presence. We are proud to say that the show is now the
channel’s most popular show and has now run for four series.
So now you know a bit about me and my Bedford connections, I’d like to say how
pleased I am to be asked to undertake this privileged role within the BEC, I can’t
think of a better club for me as a Bedford man to be the Patron of, and I look
forward to serving the BEC in whatever way I can to further its success, and to keep
the Bedford name alive.
Derek

Chairwoman’s Chat

by Christine Thomas.

A lot of ‘spare’ time has been thrust upon many of us due to these very stressful and
traumatic times. As for me, and probably most of you I have so missed attending
rallies, especially those where I was able to sleep over in my ‘Bedford Hotel’.
The new in- word for this is glamping. One of the numerous TV channels is going to a
lot of expense producing a TV series to reinvent the wheel. All they really have to do
is just to attend a vehicle rally to realise that most of us have been glamping in
various forms of vehicles, after painstakingly restoring them, for decades! They would
also meet some very genuine people!!!
I must say a huge thank you to Carl for persevering to ensure the B90 Convoy went
ahead. This truly exciting day with wall to wall sunshine was fabulous. The mixture of
vehicles, some of which were on their first time out, made a very impressive line-up,
especially when extra vehicles on low loaders were very kindly off loaded by the
exhibitors (extra thanks) - not only that there is now one less item on my bucket list!!!

Editor’s Corner

by Howard Berry,

Well I’m still here, so I must have done something right with the last issue of The
Legend, either that or most of you just looked at the pictures….but seriously, I must
say thank you to all the people who took time to comment on my first attempt,
and many thanks for the positive feedback received.
By the time you receive this edition of The Legend, we will be a few steps further
along the roadmap towards some sort of normality, and will have a better idea as
to whether or not we are going to be able to get our vehicles out to attend shows
or do road runs. With last years rally season being almost decimated, I’m sure
some of you must have taken the opportunity to embark on a new restoration
project. If so, why not let me know so I can feature it in a forthcoming issue of The
Legend, because after all, this is YOUR magazine, and I want to feature not only
the vehicles but the people behind them. A good example of the sort of thing I’m
looking for is the article on page 13 I received from Alexander Dawson charting
the restoration and conversion of his family’s TJ into a mobile pizza oven, so
please, even if it’s just a couple of photographs and a few words scribbled on the
back of an envelope, I’ll do my best to make an article from whatever you send
me and you’d be surprised what people will find interesting!
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Membership report

by Christine Thomas

It is said that “every cloud has a silver lining” which is so true in a way, regarding
new membership for the club, and others rejoining now they have new projects.
Maybe our new Twitter feed & Facebook page managed by Kenny & Richard
(many thanks) have helped us attract new members, including from Canada and
Australia, so a warm welcome to you all. Thank you also to those of you who have
rejoined, many of whom have been supporting us from the club’s birth almost 8
years ago at The Griffin Gathering near Ellesmere Port Vauxhall Car Plant.
A very warm welcome to our new members.
Oliver Cope, Somerset

Barrie Meachem, Carmarthenshire

Barry MacDonald Victoria, Australia

John Edwards, Bedfordshire

James Prentice, East Lothian

Joseph Hall British Columbia, Canada

Margaret Farren, County Donegal, Ireland

Jason Munnery, Bedfordshire

Susie Pursglove, Middlesex

Andrew Rivett, East Sussex

William Lunnon, Essex

Richard Lewis, West Sussex

Michael Corbishley, Staffordshire

Louis Bradshaw, Bedfordshire

Mr Hooley, Lancashire

James Donaghy, County Durham

John & Alison Whitehead, Dumfriesshire

George Smith, Wiltshire

Jeremy Steer, West Glamorgan

Ian
Pollard
1951—2021
I am sorry to report that member Ian Pollard passed away
suddenly on 23 April 2021 aged 69 while working his digger
in a field in his home village. He drove TMs during his 24
years at Sid Knowles Ltd based in Mabe Burnthouse,
Cornwall. Ian bought a restored TM from Ireland in 2014
and had it sprayed in Sid Knowles livery. He was a regular
on the rally scene with the TM and an ERF C series which
he restored himself over a period of 7 years. Ian’s legacy
will live on in the restored TM. We send our condolences
to Ian’s family at this sad time.

Legislation Updates

by Parry Davis

CONGESTION CHARGE ZONES AND LOW/ULTRA LOW EMISSION ZONES.
First - a warning - you will need a cold, damp towel for your forehead, something
soft to bang your head against AND somewhere quiet & dark to lie down. A
generous measure of Scotland’s famous liquid export might also be a help.
A number of the UK’s towns & cities are introducing/ altering/ upgrading congestion charging zones & also low/ultra low emission zones. The stated aim is to
improve air quality and maximise the public’s use of public transport rather than
private cars. Each town & city has its own set of regulations, timings and which
vehicles are exempt; also these regulations have and will continue to alter with
time. The largest “zone” and also the most complex set of restrictions apply in
London; thanks to the efforts of the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs of
which we are members the following chart outlines the current & future known
position. The mention of pre-1973 vehicles in addition to those in the Historic Taxation class which applies to any non-commercially operated vehicle with a rolling
40 years old qualification is due to a historic legal matter. The charges apply in
addition to each other; if you pass through the LEZ & then enter the ULEZ at a
time when the congestion charge applies then you are liable to pay all 3
charges. Similarly all individual town & city charges apply; for example a journey
from central Birmingham to the City of London would incur the three London
charges as above plus the applicable Birmingham charge. You are strongly advised to check, preferably on the Internet, the exact up-to-date position in any
town or city you are planning to go to or pass through.

Duple Vega bodied SBG HCF 323 was new in 1955 to Burtons of Haverhill. It is seen
after conversion to a mobile fish and chip van - just look at those pipes !

Bedford’s Are “F.A.B”

By Kenny Smith

“Parker, bring the Bedford around...”
In the legendary animated 1960’s television series Thunderbirds, secret agent
Lady Penelope Creighton-Ward is chauffeur driven in a luxurious pink 6
wheeled Rolls Royce with the registration number “FAB 1” by her long suffering
assistant Parker – however, the real life full size version is far more “familiar” than
you may think..
In 1966, a full-sized replica of FAB 1, based on a shortened Bedford VAL
"Chinese Six" (which today is a very non-pc term!) twin steer coach chassis, was
built to transport the creators of Thunderbirds Gerry and Sylvia Anderson to the
premiere of the feature length movie version “Thunderbirds Are Go” in London.
It was constructed by the company Toby Baxter Contracts in Bedfordshire
under Sylvia's supervision. The 8ft wide, 22ft long replica was fitted with the
Bedford 214 six-cylinder petrol engine, connected to a two-speed General Motors Powerglide automatic gearbox. The three axles were widened to fit the
body, which was a steel-covered framework "moulded" with filler to replicate
the scale of the vehicle
as seen in the TV show.
The replica used smaller wheels from a Land
Rover, and the aluminium
bumpers
were
made by a specialist
welding company. The
roof
section
was
fabricated
from
Perspex
and
lifted
upwards while the sides
of the body folded out and under the vehicle to form a step to allow entry. The
radiator grille, which was not vertical as conventional Rolls-Royce models, was
custom-built and inclined forwards at the top complete with moveable slats
and imitation machine gun. Since a number plate with the registration "FAB 1"

had already been issued to another vehicle, the replica incorporated James
Bond style revolving number plates, which read "FAB 1" on one side and the real
registration number CPP 1F on the other.
On the big night of the premiere, the replica broke down after a few hundred
yards and the Andersons were forced to make the rest of the journey by taxi.
Rolls-Royce was not impressed by the car, which had a poorly built body, and
made several attempts to purchase it and have it destroyed. (I suspect they
really wanted to marvel at the running gear!). For a period, the company were
successful in forcing the removal of their logo and Spirit of Ecstasy grille ornament
from the vehicle, which was replaced by a version bearing the initials "LP".
It was sold and subsequently
used by Macintyre children's
homes
for
fundraising
purposes, but in the early
1970’s it was purchased by the
owners of Heathfield Wildlife
Park at auction who managed
to outbid both Lord Montagu
of Beaulieu and the Manager
of the Bee Gees, millionaire
entrepreneur Robert Stigwood.
It then had some restoration
work done to get it back
working correctly again as the park owner's son wanted it to be used at his
wedding. It was then left unused and subsequently stored in a barn and
disappeared from public view for nearly two decades.
In 1989 Peter Nelson, owner of the “Stars Of The Cars” Motor Museum in Keswick,
Cumbria, decided that it would be a suitable exhibit in his collection, and
proceeded to track it down. He eventually managed to persuade the park
owners to sell, but the replica required yet more restoration work, which was
carried out by the well-known bodybuilders Mellor Coach Craft in Rochdale. This
was completed the following year and it then went into the museum as the star
exhibit. Rolls-Royce once again tried to stop the vehicle from using their name by
sending Mr Nelson a very strongly worded letter – however, he had some original
documentation from when the vehicle was built saying that he could! Mr Nelson
was then approached in person by a Rolls-Royce representative asking if they

could purchase it. Fearing for the future of the car, he promptly refused.
In
early
2013,
the
complete
Nelson
collection was sold to the
Dezer Car Museum in
Miami, Florida. Today, the
replica is part of the
museums
“Hollywood
Gallery” - which is a long
way from both Dunstable
and Tracy Island!

2021 Events
The BEC cannot be held responsible for any event that is later cancelled.

July 2nd - 4th - VBOA National Rally, Sywell Aerodrome, Northampton. To reserve a
space on the club stand or for more details contact Richard Harlow on 07428 999102
(up to 8pm please) or emal him at retrovauxhall@hotmail.co.uk.
August 14th/15th - Classic & Vintage Commercial Show, Heritage Motor Centre,
Gaydon, Warwickshire. Further details via www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk or (01926)
649649

August 28th/29th/30th - BEDFORD 90 - PARTY IN THE PARK.
Pages Park, Leighton Buzzard LU7 4TG. Come along and support our big event to
celebrate 90 years since the start of Bedford production. Displays of Bedfords
through the ages, auto jumble, steam train rides courtesy of the Leighton Buzzard
Railway. Free evening entertainment for all visitors as well as complimentary bus
service to and from local hotels for those of you staying overnight.
Come and support YOUR club, meet the committee and chew the cud with fellow
enthusiasts. This is a one off event, so please get your entries in as soon as possible.

T.M Fairclough & Sons

By HB

There’s nothing I enjoy more than a bit of investigating – whether it be a good
TV mystery such as Midsomer Murders, or as in the basis of this article finding
out a location in an old photograph. The photographs in this article were sent
to me by member Nick Ezra, who
was loaned four large files of
photographs taken by the
Salisbury Photo Press, a London
technical photography firm used
by coach builders and vehicle
manufacturers. The photos
spanned from the early 1920s until
the late 1940s, and amongst the
horse drawn carts and steam
lorries were several Bedfords, all of
which appear to have been
visitors to the same bodybuilders.
With very little information as to where the photographs were taken, Nick
started to scrutinise some of the other photos in the files and found the name
Robert Parks Ltd, together with a chimney marked ‘CWS’. Having some
historical knowledge of the area,
Nick narrowed the search down to
the area around Commercial Rd
in Whitechapel, and an archive
listing of businesses in that area
found that until 1931, Christian St,
just off Commercial Rd was the
home of T.M. Fairclough, the
haulier whose name appears on
several of the photographs. On
the back of another photograph
were the words ‘Back Church
Two proud drivers with their O Types.

Lane’, and in 1931, T.M. Fairclough moved to premises on that very street, so it
all started to come together. The piece-de-resistance was when I looked at a
well-known internet map site and found that the buildings in the background
of one of the photographs still exist, so we knew that we were looking at
vehicles from the company of T.M. Fairclough & Sons.

Then……..

and now

The Fairclough family came to London from Lancashire, via Chester. Thomas
Morrison Fairclough was baptized in London in 1818, and with other family
members worked as carmen from a yard in Christian Street. They got their
break in 1852 when the Crystal Palace was taken down and moved from the
Great Exhibition site to Penge. By 1878, the firm had five yards in the area, two
on Christian Street, and three off Cable Street. Thomas had been
churchwarden of the parish, and in his latter years served as Treasurer of the
Raine's Foundation Schools, as well as being involved in the Worshipful
Company of Girdlers, being made Master in 1872. He died in 1891, and in
recognition of his charitable works, Fairclough Street which adjoins Back
Church Lane is named after him.
At the top of Back Church Lane
was a building known as The
People's Arcade, built around
1906 on the site of a former fish
market. It became a centre for
local immigrant life and activity,
and when licensed in 1910, it
had a seating capacity of 748.
In 1911 it was renamed Premierland ('Pree-mier-land') and
incorporated a boxing ring,
where many East End boxers began their careers. The 1920s saw a boom in
boxing, and there were often three or four shows a week, however by the

end of the decade, Premierland had
fallen into disrepair. Fairclough’s had a
financial interest in the building (some
records suggest that they actually
owned it), and so in 1931 it become
Fairclough's main depot, where, as well
as becoming suppliers of Armstrong
Saurer vehicles, they establishing an
in-house workshop to build bodies and
trailers for outside customers. .
T.M. Fairclough & Sons expanded far from its East London roots, and had a
number of wholly owned subsidiaries
working under their own name, such as
the Dawson fleet seen in the top two
photographs. At nationalisation, the
company owned more than one
thousand vehicles nationwide with over
two hundred employed solely on meat
transport in East London. It was involved
in parcels collection and delivery in
competition with the likes of Carter,
Paterson and Pickfords, ran a number
of vehicles on contract for various breweries, often in their own liveries and even
operated some furniture vans, an area
always seen as extremely specialised.
When the company was nationalised, its
operations were so diverse that vehicles
and depots went to numerous parts of
the newly formed British Road Services,
all that is except for the premises around
Christian St and Back Church Lane. The
factory is now an apartment block, but it
retained its ‘Peoples Palace’ name over
the main entrance until its conversion
Examples of Fairclough’s diverse fleet

An Unlikely Hero

by Alexander Dawson

In a year of celebrating COVID heroes, there’s one unlikely hero that helped
me through the crisis: a Bedford pickup. I don’t say that lightly. Society has
been disrupted in ways we could never have imagined and lives, sadly, have
been lost. BEC members and Legend readers will all have been impacted in
some way and I hope this edition reaches you in good health and with
positive prospects. But back in the middle of the first lockdown, I was made
redundant. With the economy collapsing almost overnight and the job
market being increasingly saturated with the newly unemployed, my wife
Charlotte and I knew we’d need to approach life differently if we were to
continue to support ourselves financially. It was a 1967 Bedford TJ (series 1),

stored in the shed at Charlotte’s family farm, loved but little used, that offered
us a lifeline, a unique opportunity and a way through the crisis. The idea was
simple: clean her up and convert her into a mobile catering business. Bedford
& Basil was born. Three years ago, when Charlotte and I were married on her
farm, we hired a vintage horse box that had been converted into a mobile
pizza oven to provide the food for the evening. Parked on the other side of the
field in front of the tipi tents and loaded with hay bales and ice buckets was
the Bedford. An old pallet leaning against the cab displayed a hand-painted
sign: The Bedford Bar. Looking back at the wedding photos now and seeing
the truck in the background while our
guests danced and ate pizzas, it’s almost
as if all the main ingredients for Bedford &
Basil were already there. Then, when the
global Covid-19 pandemic prevented
mass gatherings, our cul-de-sac, like
many around the UK, threw a
socially-distanced
street
party
to
celebrate the 75th anniversary of VE Day.
Having built a pizza oven in our garden
from re-claimed materials from the
Potteries a few years before, we took
orders from our neighbours and delivered
handmade pizzas to the top of the
driveway of everyone in our street. One
of our neighbours, not knowing what
impact the crisis would have on my job,
even suggested we should start selling our pizzas! A few weeks later I found
myself facing redundancy. Charlotte and I considered all the things that I
would value in a profession and looked at various ways I might achieve those
things given the circumstances: something self-employed, something flexible
and adaptable, something foodie, something artisan and unique, something
that offered a different lifestyle. It therefore didn’t take us very long to realise
that all these things were possible if we could convert the Bedford and set up
a small mobile catering business, serving pizzas at local weddings and events.
As soon as we had the idea, we couldn’t understand why we hadn’t thought
of it before. Fortunately, Charlotte is a teacher and we were able to spend the

summer holidays together down the shed, restoring and converting the
Bedford (with some socially-distanced help from our parents). Top tip:
converting a classic vehicle into a commercial business with no mechanical
or catering experience is actually best achieved when family members have
to stay a minimum of 2
metres away! Much of the
restoration was cosmetic:
we stripped back the
paint on the flatbed and
had her resprayed to
match the cab. The
conversion was a little
more complicated. First
we ordered the oven: a
1-metre diameter, halfton, concrete commercial
wood-fired oven! Then we
built some cabinets, wired
up the electrics, plumbed in a sink and fitted a kitchen. However, my DIY skills
peaked when it came to constructing a canopy over the bed, and so we
sent the truck off to a custom workshop to have a bespoke canvas canopy
with integrated awning made for us. In the meantime, our friend helped us to
design a logo and a website and we started testing our menu and sourcing
suppliers. Perhaps most importantly, I received my membership to the BEC in
October. So when the Bedford came back with its brand new covers, it was
almost just a matter of polishing her up and lighting up the oven. With a
second lockdown looming, and with pubs and restaurants closing again, the
pressure was on to get the conversion completed before Christmas. We
re-wrote the business plan and instead of festivals and weddings we would
serve street food to the community, visiting local villages in and around the
Staffordshire Moorlands. We tested the truck for the first time on our
neighbours in late November, and began operating through December. As I
write this, we’re well into our second month of trading. Despite some teething
problems and the steepest learning curve, we are settling into some sort of

rhythm and have built up some great relationships with the communities
we’ve been serving. One small village, nestled in the Churnet Valley, is our
busiest yet and we regularly make around 70 pizzas in one night. Six months
ago, in the middle of the crisis, whilst the world felt like it was falling apart, it
was an old Bedford that came to the rescue and gave us the drive to do
something different. We’ve only just begun our journey in the Bedford, and
although the suspension isn’t great and there’s no power steering, we’re now
on the right road and we’re loving the ride. I’m really looking forward to
getting to know fellow enthusiasts and, if everything goes to plan, we’d be
delighted to serve pizzas at the Bedford 90th celebrations in August.
A Bedford & Basil pizza is freshly prepared with quality local ingredients, hand
crafted with care, and then stone-baked in a wood-fired oven for just 90
seconds. All of our ingredients are sourced as locally as possible, and what
we can’t source in Staffordshire or Derbyshire is sourced from award-winning
producers based in the British Isles.

Bedfords to Millbrook

by Carl Lemon & HB

It was a fairly simple remit -get as many Bedfords
back to their spiritual home of Dunstable as close
as possible to the date the first had been
manufactured ninety years earlier. There were
only two problems - the only date that I could
find was April 1931, and where they were made
is now warehouses and a retail park, The
problem of the date was overcome by finding a
photo in the 'Bedford Transport Magazine' of the
fortieth anniversary dated 7th April 1971, leading
to a desire to hold the convoy on Easter Monday which was the 5th. The second
problem was overcome by having a convoy, allowing us to take in the Luton plant
as well, but this then gave two more issues. These were the need for a start and
finish. The start point was an easy choice, Jacks Hill Café, and after a lot of enquiries,
Millbrook, with its Bedford connections was chosen as the finish. Covid then put the
date back to April 18th, and unfortunately shut the chosen starting point, which led
to the convoy starting from Northampton services. Twenty eight vehicles entered,
with twenty six either doing the whole run, were piggy backed, joined en-route or
going straight to Millbrook. Despite a little bit of a chaotic start, all made it, and by
the anticipated time. On arrival we were escorted to our allocated area, the
steering pad and were then expertly marshalled into age order by John Torley.

With the appropriate photos taken I then asked Peter Davies if the 1971 photo
had been taken by him. Finding out it had been, we parked a 1935 W and a 1973
KM in a similar fashion and not only recreated the photo, but also photo'd Peter
taking the photo in the same manner fifty years later.

With everyone making it round
the seventy mile route, (albeit
with a few variations), good
weather and very friendly and
helpful marshals, this one off
event was enjoyed by all who
attended. Any one up for doing
the same again in 2031 to mark
the centenary?
And why was Millbrook chosen
as the finishing point? In the
1920s, GM constructed a proving ground in Milford, US, and in the mid
1960s, Vauxhall and Bedford decided that they needed a proving ground
similar to Milford. The company scoured the UK for a suitable site that had
areas that were both flat and hilly as hills were needed for testing. Millbrook
(which takes its name from the nearby village where, in the 19th century, a
flourishing community of mills
nestled round a brook) was
chosen, and work began in April
1968, where 260,000 cu yds. of
earth were moved to sculpt the
necessary track features into the
barren landscape. Millbrook
officially opened in 1970 and for
the first 18 years the products of
Vauxhall
and
Bedford
consumed the efforts of the
small team on site. In 1988 a
new company, Millbrook Proving Ground Ltd was formed to serve third
party customers and became an independently operated but wholly
owned subsidiary of Group Lotus, by then itself fully owned by GM. In 1993
Millbrook was separated from Group Lotus by transferring its shares to GM
Holdings UK Ltd in readiness for GM’s sale of Group Lotus. The company
continued to flourish as an independently managed business by investing in
high technology areas. Millbrook Group was formed in 2015 when Millbrook

acquired Test World, a world leading winter vehicle tyre testing facility in
Finland, and in 2017 Millbrook expanded its test facilities again with the
acquisition of the former Leyland Technical Centre in Lancashire. When
Millbrook was under GM ownership, many of the on-site auxiliary vehicles
were supplied by Bedford, and a selection of them found their way to the
legendary Rush Green Motors, where Andy Ballisat caught them on camera.

Unashamed plug time - but I’ve just received a box
containing copies of my latest book, part of a series
I’ve been writing for Amberley Publishing over the
past couple of years. I’ve been allowed to sell
copies at a reduced rate to members of the BEC,
so if anyone wants to buy a copy for £13.00 including UK postage, a saving of £3.00 off the published
price, then please get in touch with me by any of
the methods listed on the contacts page at the
front of The Legend. If you really want, I’ll even sign
it for you FREE OF CHARGE!!!!

Reader’s Drives
Member: Anne Atherton

Membership No: 384

Location: Dunstable, Bedfordshire
Vehicle Details: BJU 13T, Plaxton Supreme IV bodied Bedford YMT.
Engine: 8.2 litre 500 Blue Series.
Fitted with a Plaxton supreme IV Express body, BJU 13T was exhibited at the
1978 Motor Show. It was subsequently sold to Theobald’s Coaches of Long
Melford in Suffolk and is preserved in their livery. BJU still has its original engine
and has covered nearly 1 million miles during its life. It recently took part in the
Bedford 90 Convoy, the only PSV on the run.

Classified Ads
NOTE TO ADVERTISERS - YOUR ADVERT WILL APPEAR FOR ONE ISSUE ONLY, IF YOU
WANT IT TO CARRY OVER INTO THE NEXT ISSUE PLEASE CONTACT THE EDITOR.

FOR SALE
For sale - Lucas contact sets (part number 420197. NOS, fits RL 300 petrol and
many others. Lucas LLB429 24v headlamp bulbs (similar to LLB410 12v). NOS, also
fits ex-Military 24v Land Rovers. Bedford 300 cu in petrol head gaskets. NOS,
£20.00 each including post. Contact: Alwin, 07792 145591
For sale - TL570 horsebox: 3.5l petrol 1985. Repainted 15 months ago, new ramp,
electronic ignition, total engine recon by top engineering company, now runs
on unleaded. Solid all round with aluminium box lined with ply, one piece ally
roof. Newly plated £6495. Contact: Tim 07706735628.

For sale - Bedford J Type new black roof lining, may also
fit A and D Types. Picture shows the lining assembled. As
you can see it fits into the metal rib (not included, only
shown for example purposes). £90.00 plus postage at
cost. Contact: Gary Matthews on 07749 586757

WANTED
Wanted - Steering drop arm for Bedford J1. Contact: Alwin on 07792 145591
Wanted - Bedford O Type with Scammell coupling. Contact Parry on 07860
945613
Wanted - Bedford J Type or similar rolling chassis, single rear wheel. Contact Joe
Edwards 07712 441314

Club Merchandise

The club has the following items of merchandise available for sale.
Item
Novelty mug ‘I fix Bedfords’
Mug with BEC logo
Bottle opener keyring
‘Keep Calm, fire up the Bedford ’ sign
Mouse mat with BEC logo
BEC ballpoint pen
K, M, & O type workshop manual on CD
Polo shirt with BEC logo
Fleece with BEC logo
Fleece with BEC logo
Waterproof jacket
Beanie hat with BEC logo
Baseball cap with BEC logo

Colour

Sizes

Black/white

Grey
Burgundy

M L XL 2XL
L XL 2XL 3XL
L XL 2XL 3XL
Made to order

Black

Cost
(incl P&P)
£7.25
£7.75
£4.95
£11.45
£4.95
£2.00
£11.45
£18.00
£26.00
£29.00
£41.00
£7.50
£8.75

To order any items of merchandise, please contact
Christina Robinson, 124 Manning Road, Moulton, Northampton, NN3 7HJ
Tel: 07592 524736 or email bearsscd567@gmail.com
Please make cheques payable to Bedford Enthusiasts Club.
Orders can also be processed through the BEC website,
www.bedfordenthusiastsclub.com
New to the merchandise range are
these unbreakable mugs - ideal for
when you’re banging around in the
workshop struggling on something
other than a Bedford!
£10.00 including p&p

Club Spares
The Club has a large inventory of Bedford spares available, including mechanical,
electrical and body parts for a wide range of Bedford models and engine types.
The following items have been recently acquired
Diesel filters BF884 Baldwin 620 Crosland
Oil filters P356 Baldwin 491 Crosland
Air filters PA1885 Baldwin 965 Crosland
Shock 91036934 910942247
Twin plate clutch kit
TM radiator for military version
For Bedford 500
Water pump 91049785
Piston set 91075824
Liners set 91020170
Thermostat 9959485
Lift pump 91145753

Tyres
New
9.5R 17.50
8.5R 17.5
245/7R 19.5
7.50R 16
8.25R 16 with tube and flap
Used
215/75 r 17.5
20 inch s type wheel split rim
TK etc. 16 inch wheel split rim

For more information on the full range of spares, please contact James Robinson, the
Spares Officer
Tel: 07740 083370 or email j.robinson@able-assist.co.uk
If you have any Bedford spares for sale or for free or if you hear of a stock clearance,
please call James as the BEC is always interested in expanding the range of spares
available. Please be aware that the BEC cannot be held responsible for the
condition of any spares sold.

You still see them everywhere!

Richard Harlow spotted this CF minibus in Kurbin, Albania. Despite its rather battle scarred
appearance it seemed to be still in regular use, although if it turned up to take you to your
hotel you’d be more than a little worried about the state of the hotel itself!!
Proof that you still see them everywhere!!
Submissions of written or photographic content are always welcome for inclusion in the Legend and should be
sent to the Editor using the details below
Email: thebedfordlegend@gmail.com. Post: 7 Donaldson Drive, Cheswardine, Shropshire, TF9 2NY
The cut-off for items to be included in the next edition of the Legend is 10th August 2021
Prints and slides can be scanned in if sent by post. Please enclose an SAE if you want material returned after use.
The Editor cannot guarantee that submissions will be used and articles may be edited due to space restrictions.
The Bedford Enthusiasts Club (BEC) and the Editor make every effort to ensure that the content of the Bedford
Legend is as accurate and appropriate as possible, however the BEC cannot accept any responsibility for the
accuracy of submitted material. Opinions expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views or values
of the BEC as an organisation or of the BEC Committee.
The Bedford Legend is produced for members of the BEC and remains © of the BEC. It may not be reproduced or
commercially distributed without prior permission from the BEC Committee.

For enthusiasts of Bedford and associated historic vehicles

